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Abstract
This study demonstrates the possibility of remotely detecting magnetic fields generated from superparamagnetic
iron oxide nanoparticles using a compact optically pumped atomic magnetometer (OPAM) module with a flux
transformer (FT) during the development of magnetic resonance imaging–magnetic particle imaging (MRI–MPI)
hybrid systems. Results of previous studies particularly demonstrated odd harmonics of the magnetic nanoparticle
(MNP) signals. In addition, studies have demonstrated that the magnitude of odd harmonics was proportional to
the quantity of magnetic nanoparticles, and the minimum MNP quantity can possibly be estimated from signal
measurements. In conclusion, experimental results suggested that MNP signals from the Resovist solution with Fe
of 0.01 µmol could be detected using a compact OPAM module with FT as an ultra-low field–magnetic resonance
imaging detector.

I. Introduction

for their fabrication. OPAMs are performed by detecting the electron spin precession in alkali-metal atoms
contained in a glass cell [4, 5]. At the beginning of this
Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) can determine highcentury, OPAMs operating in spin exchange relaxation
speed hemodynamic imaging [1–3] employed as a new
free conditions have reached sensitivities comparable to
method to measure biological functions. In MPI, an inor even exceeding those of superconducting quantum
duction coil detects magnetic signals generated via the
interference devices (SQUIDs) [6–8]. The most sensimagnetization of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), chartive OPAM has a sensitivity in the subfemtotesla per root
acterized by nonlinear magnetization. This results in
square hertz range [8].
high-speed and high spatial resolution imaging. However, considering the specific absorption rate and timeSince OPAMs are intrinsically advantageous because
varying magnetic field (dB/dt), which are limited to min- it does not require cryogenic cooling, they are currently
imize risks in human health, magnetic signals should be expected to exceed SQUIDs, and their use for biomagmeasured in a low-frequency range to obtain in vivo MPI netic field measurements [9–13] has been effectively
measurements.
demonstrated. For instance, OPAMs have been used
In recent years, optically pumped atomic magne- to perform magnetoencephalography (MEG) in neurotometers (OPAMs) have been widely known because of science and fetal magnetocardiography, high-precision
the affordability and availability of technologies required fundamental physical experiments, inertia-based mea-
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Figure 2: Appearance of a compact OPAM module with potassium atoms [13] (a). Optical component arrangements (b).

Figure 1: The OPAM principle. Alkali-metal electron spins

When applying a magnetic field B perpendicular to
the pump and probe beams, electron spins evolved, and
the polarization plane of the linearly polarized probe
beam is rotated using electron spin components along
the probe beam. When the rotation angle is proportional
to the spin polarization component along the probe
beam, the magnetic field strength can be measured. The
evolution of electron spin polarization S can be described
surements, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [14, using the Bloch equations [16, 17].
15].
In addition, OPAMs can be fabricated in sizes smaller
than those of SQUIDs; therefore, they can be placed II.II. OPAM module
closer to the field source, which results in increased signal strength. This allows more freedom for sensor place- Our previous study has focused on the development of an
ultra-high-sensitivity OPAM [16–19]. Recently, a compact
ment, a feature very welcome in the MEG field.
OPAMs used as a detector instead of an induction coil and portable module of potassium OPAM was successare expected to be capable of operating MPI scanners at fully fabricated with a pump-probe arrangement as the
a relatively low excitation or driving frequency because sensing atom (Figure 2) [13]. The OPAM module has an
The top and bottom areas are
of their tunable sensitive frequency. This is an impor- elliptic cylindrical shape.
2
approximately
64
cm
with
the height of 19 cm. The sentant advantage in fabricating clinical human-sized MPI
sor
region
at
which
the
pump
beam intersects with the
scanners.
probe beam is located 2.2 cm from the top surface of the
This study aimed to measure MNP signals from suOPAM module, as shown in Figure 2(a). The OPAM modperparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) magnetic particles in
ule itself used two laser beams known as the pump and
order to establish clinical MRI–MPI hybrid systems with
probe, placed perpendicular to each other. The probe
OPAMs in the low-frequency range and to demonstrate
laser is linearly polarized, whereas the pump laser is cirtheir feasibility.
cularly polarized. Because the noise spectrum density of
the OPAM reached 21 fTrms /Hz1/2 at 10 Hz, human MEGs
were measured [13].
II. Methods
The sensor head cell contained potassium with He
and N2 as buffer gases in a 10:1 ratio to reduce diffusion
II.I. OPAM Principles
of potassium atoms to cell walls and for quenching. The
This study used an OPAM with a pump-probe arrange- sensor head was placed in a thermally insulated, cubic,
ment consisting of two laser beams [4]. A circularly po- Pyrex glass cell with a side length of 20 mm, and heated to
larized pump beam and a linearly polarized probe beam 180 °C using a resistive heating element driven by a power
crossed orthogonally at the center of the glass cell includ- amplifier at 100 kHz. A more detailed discussion on the
ing vaporized alkali-metal atoms, as shown in Figure 1. module’s design is presented in our previous paper [13].
The wavelength of a pump beam was tuned to D1 line of
The OPAM module was also used to detect NMR
alkali-metal atoms. Their electron spins were polarized signals, and MRI was performed with an OPAM modusing and following the direction of the pump beam.
ule at an ultra-low field (ULF), i.e., below 1 mT [20]. As
are polarized using a circularly polarized pump beam. In the
presence of the bias magnetic field parallel to the pump beam,
electron spins evolve around the bias magnetic field when the
alternating or rotating magnetic field is applied orthogonally.
Then, the x component of electron spins are measured based on
the magneto-optical effect of a linearly polarized probe beam.
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Figure 3: Experimental set-up. Excitation fields were applied in three-layered magnetic shield room. MNP signals generated
from Resovist solutions were transferred through a flux transformer (FT) to another magnetic shield box. In the shield box,
magnetic signals caused by MNPs were detected using an OPAM module through the FT.

box (Figure 3 bottom right). In the shielded box containing the OPAM module, three pairs of orthogonal coils
were built to compensate the residual background field
and apply a bias field along the pump beam. Its sensitivity was 10-100 fT/Hz1/2 at frequencies below several
kHz.
During the experiments, excitation fields oscillating
sinusoidally were applied to magnetic nanoparticles.
The magnetic nanoparticle solution containing ferucarbotran known as Resovist® (Fujifilm RI Pharma Co.) was
placed in a 16 mm-diameter container (Figure 3 bottom
left), and the height of the Resovist solution in the container was then adjusted to 8 mm.
As shown in the bottom right of Figure 3, the FT output coil was placed around the OPAM module, which
consisted of 94 turns of the FT output coil. Figure 4(a)
input coil of flax transformer (a) and excitation coil (b).
shows the configuration of the FT input coil. The firstorder gradiometer was produced as the FT input coil to
OPAMs were successfully used as receiving sensors for reduce the induction voltage from the excitation field as
pre-polarized ULF–MRI systems because of their high much as possible. The coil was made from a copper wire
sensitivity in low-frequency ranges, they are also ex- measuring 0.5 mm in diameter and configured with three
pected to yield promising results when used with MPI turns on the upper and three on the lower portions of the
cylinder with a baseline (distance between the centers
scanners [21].
of upper and lower coils) of 20 mm. The resonance frequency of the FT circuit was tuned to 10 kHz to measure
II.III. Experimental Set-up
the harmonics at 2 kHz.
Figure 4: Detail schematics of the first-order gradiometer type

Figure 3 shows the experimental set-up. Magnetic
nanoparticles, an FT input coil, and an excitation coil
were placed in a three-layered magnetically shielded
room (Figure 3 top left), whereas the OPAM module was
placed in another three-layered magnetically shielded
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A 1 mm × 1 mm square wire was used to configure
an excitation coil consisting of four layers: 48, 49, 52,
and 52 turns from the inside. The inner diameter was
28.6 mm, and the outer diameter was 35 mm, with the
height of 61.6 mm (Figure 4(b)). In addition, sinusoidal
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Figure 6: Frequency characteristics of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). (a) Induction voltages of FT input coil with (red line)
and without (blue line) Resovist solution. (b) SNR calculated
from induction voltages.

9.4, . . . , 11.0 kHz were fitted to the expected responses,
which were calculated using the Bloch equations of the
electron spins in the OPAM module [22]. These results
indicated that the resonant frequency of OPAM was well
tuned to approximately 10 kHz with the sensitivity of
1/2
Figure 5: Frequency responses of OPAM (a) and FT (b), and 29.2 fTrms /Hz and its bandwidth was approximately
230
Hz.
In
addition,
Figure 5(b) shows the normalized
the MNP signal detector with OPAM and FT (c).
frequency responses in FT. The FT was tuned to approximately 10 kHz, with a bandwidth of approximately
currents were supplied to the excitation coil using a func- 720 Hz.
To obtain the frequency response characteristics of
tion generator and an amplifier. In the experiment, the
the
detector with an OPAM and FT, reference magnetic
OPAM module was tuned to 10 kHz by applying the bias
fields
were applied to the FT input coil. The reference
magnetic field along the direction of the pump beam.
magnetic fields were generated using a two-turn loop coil
with a diameter of 23 mm on the upper portion of the
FT input coil. The reference magnetic fields consisted
III. Results
of ten sinusoidal fields with an amplitude of 800 pTrms .
First, to evaluate the frequency response characteris- Figure 5(c) shows the frequency responses of the detectics of the detector with an OPAM and an FT, reference tor with the OPAM and FT. These results showed that
magnetic fields were applied to the OPAM module or the detector was also tuned to approximately 10 kHz,
the FT input coil. To measure the frequency of OPAM whereas the noise of approximately 10 kHz increased as
responses, reference fields consisted of ten sinusoidal compared with that of OPAM module only.
fields with 7.1 pTrms in amplitude and frequencies from
Next, to compare the MNP signal and noise, induc9.2 to 11.0 kHz with increment of 0.2 kHz, as generated tion voltages of the FT input coil were obtained using
by a Helmholtz coil. Figure 5(a) shows the frequency the OPAM with and without the Resovist solution with
OPAM module responses. Figure 5 also demonstrates 4 µmol of Fe. In these measurements, the excitation field
that frequency responses of each reference field with 9.2, with an amplitude of 4.56 mT and frequency of 2 kHz
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Figure 7: SNRs as a function of the amount of Fe. The means
(marker) and SDs (error bars) of SNRs caused by the Resovist
solutions with Fe of 1, 2, 4, and 8 µmol.

Figure 8: Means (marker) and SDs (error bars) of the reconstructed amount of Fe in each Resovist solution estimated by
the system function.

were applied to generate MNP signals. In addition, induction voltages were recorded for 1 s and analyzed using
the fast Fourier transformation to obtain the harmonics.
Frequency responses of induction voltages with and without the Resovist solution are shown in Figure 6(a), where
the blue line is an example of a frequency response to
the induction voltage generated from the MNP magnetization in the Resovist solution. In addition, the red line
in Figure 6(a) is an example of noises caused by interference effects in the excitation field on the FT input coil.
When comparing these two induction voltages, increases
in voltages at the 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonics (6, 10, and
14 kHz) of the excitation frequency were caused by the
Resovist solution, known as MNP signals. In addition,
the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) where the noise is primarily caused by interference in the excitation fields to
the FT input coil are shown in Figure 6(b), demonstrating
the 5th harmonic of the excitation frequency was 5 times
larger than the 3rd or 7th harmonics.
Conversely, SNR means and standard deviations
(SDs) caused by the Resovist solutions with Fe of 1, 2,
4, and 8 µmol are shown in Figure 7, which demonstrates
that SDs of SNR in the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics were
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Figure 9: The Allan variances of the reconstructed amount of
Fe with 8, 1, 0.1 and 0.01 µmol based on the sampling time.

obtained by dividing the SDs of the amplitude in each
harmonic of MNP signals according to the noise level,
that is, the mean amplitude in each harmonic measured
without Resovist. Additionally, to confirm the linearity
of MNP signals with the amount of nanoparticles, linear
regression analyses of SNRs were performed based on
the amount of Fe in the Resovist solution. Figure 7 indicates that SNR linearity with respect to the amount of
nanoparticles is adequate.
In addition, the means and SDs of the reconstructed
amount of Fe in each Resovist solution are shown in Figure 8. In these measurements, MNP signals were generated using an excitation field with 4.56 mT amplitude
and 2 kHz frequency. The 1 s MNP signals were then
recorded and analyzed using the system function [3]. In
this analysis, the system function (system matrix) is estimated based on the frequency responses of 30-averaged
MNP signal with 8 µmol Fe using the system function
method proposed by Kosch et al. [23]. Figure 8 shows
that the amounts of Fe could be reconstructed using the
system function. However, although the amount of Fe
in the Resovist solution can be reconstructed based on
MNP signals of 0.01 µmol obtained using the detector
with an OPAM and FT, the reconstructed amount with
Fe of 0.01 µmol was approximately twice of the prepared
solution.
Finally, to rapidly scan MNP signals, Allan variances [24] in the reconstructed amount of Fe estimated
using the system function are shown in Figure 9. In the
analyses, the MNP signals used were the same as in Figure 8, and the sampling time τ from 0.5 ms, that is, the
cycle of the excitation field to 500 ms was evaluated. The
results indicate that variances become smaller as the
time of measurement are prolonged. Since the variance
is large when the sampling time is <10 ms, the sufficient
reconstruction accuracy may not be obtained.
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IV. Discussion

an OPAM operated in the low-frequency range.
According to MNP measurement results, MNP signals
Based on reference field measurements, an MNP signal from the Resovist solution with Fe of 0.01 µmol could be
detector with OPAM module and FT as the magnetic remotely measured using our detector, generated based
sensor with a relatively high sensitivity of approximately on the excitation field of 4.56 mT amplitude and 2 kHz
10 kHz was tuned to the resonant frequency of the de- frequency.
In addition, the SNR of MNP signals was obtained
tector with a narrow bandwidth of approximately 230 Hz
using
short sampling times to reduce the scan time of
in the OPAM and approximately 720 Hz in the FT. Since
harmonic-space
imaging with an OPAM. Based on these
these bandwidths are narrow, high-order harmonics of
results,
MNP
signals
generated using the Resovist solu2 kHz cannot be measured. MPI measurements with
tion
with
Fe
of
0.1
µ
mol
could be obtained by using the
OPAM and FT yields similar results on the narrowband
same
detector
with
an
OPAM
+ FT in ULF–MRI, although
MPI, as reported by Goodwill et al. [25].
SNRs
obtained
using
a
sampling
time of 10 ms were reConversely, Figures 6 and 7 show that when MNP
duced
to
half
of
those
in
1
s.
These
results suggest that a
signals were greater than the noises and interferences
compact
OPAM
module
+
FT
is
a
feasible
detector techcaused by the excitation field with 2 kHz, ratios of the
nology
for
human
MRI–MPI
hybrid
systems
operated in
MNP signal to the interference or noise were linearly cora
low-frequency
range.
related with the amount of MNPs. MNP signals could
also be detected with higher SNRs especially in the 5th
harmonic of the excitation field, to which the OPAM and
the FT were tuned. The feasibility of MRI–MPI hybrid sys- Acknowledgements
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